Outline. Orientation study:

1. Survey of orientation features of Boston (pedestrians within Dover & Berkeley Sts.), as noted from foot, car, subway.

2. Ask simple directions on street, & record.

3. For a prepared set of more complex directions:
   a. Make introspective analysis of process of moving through.
   b. Walk through an airport & note the clues.
   c. Ask a selected few to give such directions, & then to describe process of mental construction.

4. Have number of people draw sketch map of this area.
From:

1. City Hall to Old North Church.
2. Custom House Tower to Music Oval.
3. Charles River Dam Circle to South Station.
4. Park Square Bus Terminals to Haymarket Circle.
5. Elevated Station Dover & Washington to State House.

Ask a few people to describe these routes by car & public transportation. Then to describe as best they can the mental process they went through. Also to do the same for a very familiar route.